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We introduce a noninterferometric single beam method to characterize and compensate the spectral phase of
ultrashort femtosecond pulses accurately. The method uses a pulse shaper that scans calibrated phase functions to determine the unknown spectral phase of a pulse. The pulse shaper can then be used to synthesize
arbitrary phase femtosecond pulses or it can introduce a compensating spectral phase to obtain transformlimited pulses. This method is ideally suited for the generation of tailored spectral phase functions required
for coherent control experiments. © 2004 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 320.5540, 320.7100, 320.7110.

Accurate measurement of the spectral phase in femtosecond laser pulses is the key for pulse compression
or generation of phase-modulated pulses as required
for femtochemistry,1 coherent control of chemical
reactions2,3 and optical communications.4 There are
currently a number of methods to measure the spectral
phase of ultrashort pulses, among the most salient
are frequency resolved optical gating5 (FROG) and
spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-f ield
reconstruction.6 Similarly, there are a number of
methods for shaping the phase of a femtosecond pulse.7
Ideally, characterization and pulse-shaping instruments can work together to produce transform-limited
(TL) or precisely phase-shaped pulses. Attempts
to merge pulse shaping and characterization have
used either a genetic algorithm controlled shaper to
optimize a nonlinear optical signal8,9 or implemented
time-domain interferometry with an acousto-optic
programmable filter.10 Here we present an accurate
method that combines spectral phase characterization with pulse shaping in one simple setup. The
method, multiphoton intrapulse interference phase
scan (MIIPS), takes advantage of the inf luence that
phase modulation has on the probability of nonlinear
optical processes at specific frequencies.11 – 14 This
method has already proved extremely powerful for the
demonstration of selective multiphoton microscopy by
use of ultrashort shaped pulses.15
The second-harmonic generation (SHG) spectrum
S 共2兲 共D兲 at a frequency 2共v0 1 D兲 is written as an integral over the frequency-dependent amplitude jE共D兲j
and phase w共D兲, according to
S 共2兲 共D兲 ~苷

ÇZ

w 00 共D兲 苷 f 00 共D兲 1 f 00 共D兲 苷 0 .

Ç2
. (1)

Expression (1) connects the spectral phase of the
pulse to its second-harmonic spectrum. If we consider a Taylor expansion of the spectral phase
near D, only nonzero even terms of the expansion
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(2)

Given that the second derivative of the reference function f 共D兲00 ⬅ d2 f 共V兲兾dV 2 jD is known, we can determine
f共D兲00 ⬅ d2 f共V兲兾dV 2 jD .
Equation (2) gives the condition when the nonlinear
signal generated at frequency D has a maximum. We
use the function f 共D兲 苷 a cos共gD 2 d兲 to generate the
reference functions. Scanning the parameter d and
collecting the SHG spectrum for each value generates
the two-dimensional MIIPS trace from which one can
find the condition dmax 共D兲 when the maximum SHG
signal is obtained. The second derivative of the reference function where the maximum signal is observed
is given by f 00共D兲 苷 2ag 2 cos关gD 2 dmax共D兲兴. We introduce this expression into Eq. (2) to obtain
f 00 共D兲 苷 2f 00 共D兲 苷 ag 2 cos关gD 2 dmax 共D兲兴 ,

jE共D 1 V兲j jE共D 2 V兲j

3 exp兵i关w共D 1 V兲 1 w共D 2 V兲兴其dV

can decrease S 共2兲 at D. Because of cancellation of the interference term w共D 1 V兲 1
w共D 2 V兲 in Eq. (1) for second-order processes,
S 共2兲 共D兲 is not affected by the common phase w 共0兲 or by
the odd terms w 0 V, w 000 V 3 . . . .
Phase retrieval by use of a MIIPS involves the introduction of reference phases given by f 共D兲 that reduce
or cancel phase distortions in one or more regions of
the spectrum to determine the unknown phase f共D兲.
Maximum SHG signals are observed when phase distortions in the output phase w共D兲 苷 f共D兲 1 f 共D兲 are
minimized. This condition is found when all even
terms in the Taylor expansion for f and f cancel each
other. The leading terms def ine the condition when
the second derivative of the phase equals zero:

(3)

a formula used to retrieve the second derivative of the
unknown spectral phase f共D兲 directly by integration
of f 00 共D兲 over frequency D. The unknown constants of
integration, f 0 共D兲 and f 0 共D兲, are set to zero.
Once f共D兲 is determined, a compensation phase
function equal to 2f共D兲 is introduced to cancel the
original phase modulation and to obtain TL pulses.
For TL pulses f 00 共D兲 苷 0, and the solution of Eq. (3)
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for dTLmax is given by dTLmax共D兲 苷 gD 6 p兾2, which
rigorously establishes that TL pulses are characterized by parallel lines separated by p, described by
dmax共l兲 in the d, l plane [l 苷 pc兾共v0 1 D兲]. When
the only phase distortion is linear chirp, the parallel
lines dmax共l兲 are no longer spaced by p. Cubic phase
modulation (quadratic chirp) causes a change in the
slope of dmax共l兲. Therefore, one can quickly and intuitively determine the sign and approximate amplitude
of phase distortions in a laser pulse by inspection of
a MIIPS trace.
The analysis presented above did not take into
account higher-order phase modulation terms. The
higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion of
functions f and f lead to cumulative systematic
errors in the measurement of fmeas00 that is defined by fmeas 00 苷 共1 1 ef 1 ef 兲f 00 and are given by
ef 艐 Sn 2共gs兲n22 兾n! and ef 艐 Sn 2共f n0 s n22 兲兾n! for even
n . 2. Errors from high-order phase terms ef scale
with spectral width s. Errors that are due to highorder distortions in ef become exponentially small for
gs , 1. As long as gs 艐 1, the f irst term in ef is
the largest source of error and is approximately 10%.
A simple iterative measurement and compensation
process is used to eliminate these errors. The goal is
to introduce increasingly fine compensation functions
f n 共D兲 until TL pulses are obtained according to
f共D兲 2 关f I 共D兲 1 f II 共D兲 1 f III 共D兲 1 . . .兴 艐 0 .

(4)

The Nth correction term is obtained by measurement
of a MIIPS trace, determination of dmax共D兲, and retrieval of f N 共D兲, a function that is added in the spatial
light modulator (SLM) for phase compensation. After
two or three iterations, the cumulated phase according
to approximation (4) corresponds to the accurate phase
f共D兲 across the spectrum.
The experimental setup for the MIIPS is straightforward, requiring only a thin SHG crystal and a
spectrometer (see Fig. 1), provided that a pulse shaper
is already available. The method is not based on
autocorrelation, therefore, no overlap of beams in
time or space is required, nor are symmetric scans
dependent on the spatial mode or tweaking of the
beam’s intensity and pointing. The MIIPS method
can be easily carried out at the location of the sample.
The measurements presented here were carried out
by use of sub-20-fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire oscillator
(K&M Laboratories). The pulse energy was attenuated down to ⬃3 nJ. A 15-mm b-barium borate
type I crystal was used for SHG, and the output was
attenuated and directed to a spectrometer. The pulse
shaper is based on the general design of Weiner et al.16
having two prisms, two cylindrical mirrors (200-mm
focal length), and a SLM consisting of two 128 LCD elements (CRI, Inc., SLM-256). We carefully calibrated
the shaper by measuring the polarization-dependent
transmission to provide accurate phase delays (better
than 1 deg). The calibration was carried out for each
pixel of the double-mask pulse shaper because, for
short enough pulses (,30 fs), frequency-dependent
changes in the index of refraction must be taken

into account. We used the method with amplified
(1-mJ, ⬃50-fs) pulses (not shown here) with minor
alterations. SHG FROG measurements were also
obtained to corroborate our results by use of the same
thin SHG crystal.
The experimental results in Fig. 2 correspond to
pulses with significant spectral phase distortion. The
two-dimensional contour plot (Fig. 2a) is the MIIPS
trace corresponding to the SHG spectrum as a function
of d. The diagonal lines were obtained from a simple
algorithm that determines the local maximum of the
signal for each d. From the curvature and slope of
these lines, which describe dmax versus l, one obtains
the second derivative of phase distortion f 00 共D兲 according to Eq. (3) and the f irst approximation for phase
f共D兲 after double integration. This first retrieved
phase f I 共D兲 is shown in Fig. 2b as a thin solid curve.
We programmed the SLM to compensate this phase
and obtained a new MIIPS trace to obtain the next
correction f II 共D兲. The cumulative phases from four
such iterations are presented in Fig. 2. The final
phase, f共D兲 苷 f I 共D兲 1 f II 共D兲 1 f III 共D兲 1 f IV 共D兲,
is shown in Fig. 2b as a thick solid curve. A SHG
FROG trace of the same pulses is shown in Fig. 2c.
The retrieved phase (dashed curve) and spectrum
(thin curve) are shown in Fig. 2d.
Having retrieved f共D兲, we introduced a compensation phase equal to 2f共D兲 to obtain 19-fs TL pulses
as shown in Fig. 3. The measured MIIPS is shown in
Fig. 3a, where one can see the equidistant straight parallel lines that characterize TL pulses. The spectrum
of the pulse and residual phase across the spectrum
is shown in Fig. 3b. The phase axis has been scaled
by 1兾100 to reveal the measured residual phase distortion of ⬃60.01 rad. A SHG FROG trace of the compensated pulses is shown in Fig. 3c, and the retrieved

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the MIIPS.

Fig. 2. a, Experimental MIIPS data obtained for
phase-distorted pulses. The SHG intensity as a function
of wavelength l and reference phase position d is given by
the contours. The lines are the local maxima in the MIIPS
trace. b, Measured spectral intensity (dashed) and phases
retrieved after the first (thin) to f inal fourth iteration
(thick). c, SHG FROG for the same pulses. d, Measured
(dashed) and retrieved spectrum (thin) and phase (thick)
from SHG FROG measurements.
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algorithm.2,3 We use the MIIPS to obtain TL pulses
and then let the genetic algorithm modify the phase to
achieve a specif ic target. Because the starting phase
is known and the shaper is calibrated, the final phase
can be read directly from the pulse shaper.
We have introduced and demonstrated a method to
characterize the spectral phase of femtosecond pulses.
This single beam method is capable of retrieving arbitrary spectral phases with high resolution. Pulse retrieval is based on analytical expressions that yield the
spectral phase directly from the experimental data.
Fig. 3. a, Experimental MIIPS data obtained for
phase-compensated TL pulses. b, Measured spectral
intensity (dashed) and phase retrieved (thick). c, SHG
FROG for the same pulses. d, Measured (dashed) and
retrieved spectrum (thin) and phase (thick) from SHG
FROG measurements. Note the change in scales for the
phase measurements.
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